THISQUIETARMY
TECHNICAL RIDER



Number of band members: 1 (Eric)



Instrument & gear: guitar + effect pedals + samplers + loop recorders to: on-stage mixer.



Type of music: experimental ambient soundscapes & wall of sound with elements of post-rock,
shoegaze & doom/black metal.



Set time: 40 mins - flexibility from 30 to 60+ mins but must be notified ahead of time – visual
settings may change.



Sound requirements:
-



2x DI or 1x stereo DI (stereo output from onstage mixer)
2x jack cables from mixer to DI (no XLR outputs, only 1/4”)
2x stage monitors (stereo)
Optiona: 1x bass amp 8x10” required if PA does not have subwoofer, if no monitors are
available or if they cannot handle bass frequencies.

Mixing requirements:
-

the signals from the 2x DI should be hard panned (stereo)
optional: the signal from the bass amp should complement the 2x DI signals for low-end
the mix through the PA and monitors should be LOUD.
sonic atmosphere: the sound should fill up the room and be very PRESENT and
IMMERSIVE.



Visual projection & light requirements:
-



Visual projector with large white screen required.
HDMI (preferred) or VGA cable from projector to the stage – if not, a laptop should be
available to handle an MP4 file via USB key.
Intimate setting: one spot light on the performer and the performer’s pedal board, the rest of
the spots should be turned off.
Extroverted setting: light guy may use some white lights tastefully.
Black/white visuals should provide enough light and will enhance the atmosphere.
Smoke machine if available
Candles if available

Stage set-up:

HOSPITALITY RIDER


Sleeping arrangements
-



Food preferences
-



Single or double bed for 1 person
Clean pillow, blanket & clean sheets
Allergy to dust & cat hair

Anything healthy, with or without meat
Vegetables & fruits
No allergies

Drink preferences
-

Coffee & tea
Juice
Local beer
Whiskey
Occasional soft drinks

thisquietarmy@gmail.com
www.thisquietarmy.com
phone: +1 514 865 9960
SOCIAL MEDIA:
www.facebook.com/thisquietarmy
www.twitter.com/thisquietarmy
www.instagram.com/thisquietarmy
BIO: www.thisquietarmy.com
MUSIC: thisquietarmy.bandcamp.com (DL code on request)
VIDEOS: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mokg-ERB3I
PRESS PHOTOS: www.thisquietarmy.com/press/

